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(Spirit helper speaking: ) I want to take you to a little nook in Paradise, a beautiful haven called 

“Happy Heart Heaven”. It’s really a pleasant place to be. There you don’t have to worry one bit 

about this thing called “time”, or something else called “consequences” or another thing called, 

“abundance or lack of it”. (That is to say you aren’t limited by what you have or don’t have, in order 

to be there. It’s free, and freely to be enjoyed.) 

It’s a place for Earthlings who are walking the road for their Saviour, to enter and take a time of 

refreshment.  

First we go through a doorway. It is a double door really. You walk in the first part, then shut it 

behind you, then open the next door and you are in. Shut out the cares of the old life and open to 

new realities. 

Is there something that is really paining you, something either that you can’t have now, or that you 

have had to give up? 

Well, in “Happy Heart Hotel” you can enjoy a night free of care. This little haven is almost like a 

walled town, with all the things that are needed for joy. It’s a closed off place embedded in the heart 

of paradise. It’s not a tiny place, as it can fit plenty of nature in this place, but the feel of it is cozy 

and small when you are in the town-like section. You feel snug and like you’d be able to get to know 

whoever lives here, without there being “strangers” around for too long. You feel you could make 

the rounds and feel right at home rather quickly. But things are kept fresh and fun with new aspects 

to this place being added all the time. 

There are rows of houses, but come and step in to the Happy Heart Hotel and let your heart be light. 

I’ve designed this place myself, for when on Earth I so wanted a way to cheer people up. I saw that 

with joy, so much more would happen for the good, all around, but when sorrow of the wrong kind 

settled in, things just went downhill. Happiness gives strength to try to do better, and make things 

better. It is so much easier to reach goals when you are happy to do so. 

You come to the waiting lounge in the Hotel, and you see some folks lingering there.  

“Who would you like to have something to eat and drink and chat with?” I say.  

They all look pretty jolly, and like you’d have a great time talking with just about any of them. 

They wave and smile at you as you enter, and you feel very welcome. 

A waiter comes to lead you into the dining place, and he takes care of the choice of company for you 

as well. He knows, after chatting briefly with you while seating you, who might be best, and brings a 

few new friends to sit with you.  

You have a great time. You never know if or when you’ll see these folks again in “real time”, so you 

enjoy the fun while you are here, and get to know each other. You’ll have to return to your station 

again on Earth, but it’s nice to have this fun little time away. Treats like this can happen for faithful 

servants who don’t depend on the world for their entertainments and distractions from the slog of 

life and battle time.  

When the meal is over, the dishes are cleared and your dinner company wishes you a good night. 

You are then ushered upstairs to a comfortable and very tastefully set up room to enjoy a time of 



rest. During the meal you were given a questioner to fill out, and this helped to determine what type 

of room setting you would enjoy, and thus this is where you were taken. 

Ah! You settle down for the longest and most comfortable rest you’ve had in a long time.  

And that’s the last thing you remember, as the sunshine woke you, and you were back again where 

you now dwell, ready to live and serve another day. 

I hope to see you again. Welcome anytime! Please come and be refreshed. And remember, there are 

many more places to try out in this “Happy Heart Heaven”. Maybe you’ll want to visit the waterfall 

and lake next time, or visit with Grandmother for tea and scones in her mansion and elaborate 

gardens, or perhaps a hike up Hill Boundless for a time of invigoration.  

Or maybe I’ll have added some new features to this place, and you’ll get to be one of the first visitors 

from Earth to experience the joy there. 

See you around. 

 


